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ABSTRACT1
Driving automation is happening at a rapid pace, with different driver assistance systems already2
available in mass-market cars. However, this rapid development in driving automation leads to3
concerns and questions about their impact on safety, in particular for vulnerable road users. While4
previous studies have been restricted to incident reports and simulation tools, the safety of auto-5
mated vehicles (AVs) is not clearly demonstrated. Instead of crashes, which are extremely rare6
events, this study uses surrogate measures of safety (SMoS) to analyze the interactions between7
road users and low-speed automated shuttles that circulated in Montréal and Candiac, in Canada,8
during two pilot projects in mid and late 2019. Cameras were placed at seven intersections along9
the routes of the shuttles. More than 70 hours of footage were processed to extract the road user10
trajectories using computer vision techniques and compute various safety indicators: speed, ac-11
celeration, time headway, time-to-collision (TTC) and post-encroachment time (PET). The Kol-12
mogorov–Smirnov test was used to compare the distributions of interactions involving AVs with13
the distributions of interactions involving motorized vehicles following paths similar to those of14
the AVs. The results indicate that these automated shuttles behave generally more safely: their15
speeds and accelerations are lower and their interactions are characterized by higher TTCs and16
PETs, notably with vulnerable road users. However, small headway times at one site with high17
speed differentials between the shuttles and other following vehicles raise concerns that warrant18
further research into the suitable context for these vehicles.19

20
Keywords: Road Safety, Automated Shuttles, Surrogate Measures of Safety, Video Analysis21
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INTRODUCTION1
Road safety has a considerable impact on public health. Road traffic injuries were among the ten2
leading causes of death in 2016, with vulnerable road users being overly impacted in the toll (1).3
Moreover, road crashes have repercussions on society in many ways, from the fatalities and injuries4
to the healthcare costs and impact on congestion. In Canada, driver error was estimated to be a5
contributing factor in 85 % of road casualties in 2018, mainly because of speeding, distracted6
driving and impaired driving, respectively in 23 %, 22 % and 19 % of fatal crashes (2) and it is7
estimated that automated vehicles (AVs) could lead to benefits of $ 65 billion per year (3).8

Among the various ways to improve safety, there has been a lot of interest recently for9
vehicular technologies, namely advanced driver assistance technologies (ADAS). There has been10
a growing focus on driving automation in particular during the last decade, with the promise that11
driverless vehicles will eliminate road crashes. In the meantime, vehicles with varying levels of au-12
tomation are tested and some are already available on the market. Despite all these developments,13
the impact of ADAS and driving automation is difficult to evaluate in particular on safety (1). Re-14
cent improvements in the design of vehicles or road infrastructures might play a bigger role in the15
decline in traffic injuries in developed countries and result in overestimating the impact of ADAS16
on safety (4). Data on crashes with existing partially automated vehicles (AV) is very rare. The17
few existing studies on the safety of AVs have mostly examined disengagement reports from AV18
testing programs, mainly coming from California’s Department of Motor Vehicles (DMV) (5–7).19

While the most common way to study safety is through the analysis of crash data, that20
approach has many shortcomings (8) such as its reactive nature and the low frequency of crashes,21
which are particularly acute for new technologies with no or limited penetration. In the 1970s,22
several proactive methods to diagnose safety were developed, initially focused on the detection and23
characterization of severe traffic conflicts (9). There was a renewed interest in the 2000s as new24
technologies became available to collect data more efficiently and objectively. Traffic conflicts and25
other events of interest for safety diagnosis are more frequent than crashes, and their observation26
provides more insight about the traffic processes that may lead to crashes (8, 10). The number27
of such events and other surrogate measures of safety (SMoS) can be used to assess safety more28
quickly, which is particularly suitable for new technologies like ADAS and AVs, as documented29
crashes involving AVs are currently scarce.30

The objective of this paper is to study the safety of automated low-speed shuttles in real31
traffic using video data and SMoS. To the authors’ knowledge, analyzing video recordings of AVs32
in an urban setting, under real conditions, and assessing the safety through the use of SMoS has33
never been done before. Video was recorded at three different sites in Montréal, Canada, during34
the summer of 2019 and at four different sites in Candiac (a suburb on the South Shore) during35
the fall of the same year using a portable installation (11). The analysis was conducted using36
several safety indicators; namely speed, acceleration, time headway, time-to-collision (TTC) and37
post-encroachment time (PET).38

The following sections present respectively the literature review, a detailed description of39
the methodology, the collected data, as well as the experimental results and, finally, the closing40
remarks of this paper.41
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LITTERATURE REVIEW1
Road Safety Diagnosis Methods2
Road safety studies generally rely on one of three main categories of data (12, 13): 1. crash data;3
2. self-reported crashes, and 3. near-crashes and non-crash observations.4

Methods in the first category are the most common and the traditional way to diagnose road5
safety (12, 13). Countless studies at various levels, from individual sites to whole countries, rely6
on crash data. Although it seems natural to assess safety based on historical crash data, it suffers7
from many shortcomings, from the quality of the data to its biases for example towards the most8
severe crashes or some types of road users, to the intrinsic issue that it is a reactive approach that9
requires to wait for crashes to occur before addressing their causes (8, 10). Furthermore, the need10
to wait for long periods of time to collect sufficient amounts of data makes crash data particularly11
inappropriate to evaluate new trends and fast evolving technologies.12

Information on crashes is collected by various organizations, primarily the police, but there13
is a growing interest for self-reported crashes and near-crashes. Such data has some advantages14
over traditional crash data collection: it can include information about other, non-crash, events15
that may be relevant to safety and more information than is typically collected in crash reports; it16
can be tailored to specific needs when designing the survey or data collection method; and data17
is available more quickly, possibly on a continuous basis. Although complementary to historical18
crash data, it still shares most of the shortcomings of crash data.19

The last category of data encompasses various kinds of data, particularly traffic events, that20
are shown or believed to have a relationship to crash occurrence and severity. Traffic conflicts have21
received the most attention since the late 1960s, with the development of several traffic conflict22
techniques (TCT), such as the Swedish Traffic Conflict Technique and the Dutch Objective Conflict23
Technique for Operation and Research (DOCTOR) (8). Human observers were trained to identify24
conflicts in traffic and rate their severity, which is time-consuming, costly and subjective. Recent25
progress in various sensor technologies, in particular the affordability of quality video recording26
equipment and computer vision, makes fully or semi-automated video analysis for safety analysis27
possible (14–16). The various types of traffic events and their relationship to safety are famously28
represented in the safety pyramid popularized by Christer Hydén (8), with crashes at the top, the29
most severe and rare events, and normal traffic at the bottom. The most common SMoS is the30
number of severe traffic conflicts, or near crashes / misses (8, 17). Severity is measured through31
safety indicators like the speed, TTC and PET (8). Conflicts and interactions with lower severity32
levels may also be interpreted in a safety perspective (18).33

Studying non-crash events and using SMoS has several advantages such as short data col-34
lection periods and the richer data and insights provided by the direct observation of the complete35
traffic process, on the contrary to what is available in crash reports (8). Although some studies have36
shown correlations between SMoS like the number of severe traffic conflicts and safety (17, 19–37
23), SMoS are still not as widely used as measures derived from crash data.38

Safety Assessment of AVs39
Even if individual components of AV technology have been extensively tested and their reliability40
has been proven, AVs as a whole are still a new technology with limited testing in the various real41
world conditions (6). AV safety assessment poses challenges in several areas (24, 25) - whether it42
be the certification of hardware, software or human-machine interface (HMI) - and a single solution43
to certify AV safety does not exist.44
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Current AV Testing Frameworks1
SAE International issued in 2014 the J3016 standard (26) that categorizes the different levels of2
driving automation. While influential, the document is descriptive and has no legal value. In3
2017, Mobileye (subsidiary of Intel) proposed the Responsibility-Sensitive Safety (RSS) (27), a4
mathematical model to help standardize requirements to certify AV safety. However, up to this5
day, no standards nor international entity exists to regulate and assess the safety of driver assistance6
technologies.7

In the state of California, where many tests of AVs on public roads are conducted, the8
department of motor vehicles (DMV) requires manufacturers who wish to conduct said tests to9
obtain permits (28). While manufacturers have to report crashes engendering property damage,10
bodily injury or death (29), requirements were found to be too broad and vague to draw clear11
conclusions on the safety of AV (5, 6).12

Additionally, AV manufacturers do not provide their data on reported incidents and the13
DMV reports are the only publicly available datasets known to the authors. In Canada, there14
is no regulatory requirements for driver automation technologies and it is up to provincial and15
territorial governments to oversee regulations regarding road operations (such as driver licensing,16
vehicle registration, motor vehicle insurance and liability, vehicle maintenance standards and traffic17
laws) (30). According to the jurisdiction of the province or territory where they are conducted,18
manufacturers must: receive permits and any other required authorization; report disengagement,19
crashes and incidents (31). However, Quebec’s Highway Safety Code includes no mentions of20
permits or crash reports (32) and no publicly available data on AV incidents or crashes were found21
by the authors.22

Existing AV Safety Studies23
Previous studies conducted to evaluate AV safety have mostly used two approaches: 1. miles driven24
and disengagement reports; and 2. data from microscopic traffic simulations.25

AV manufacturers have notably used mileage has an argument to prove the safety of their26
vehicles’ features such as intelligent cruise control and lane assist (33). However, such claims27
require to drive considerable distances, not to mention the fact that distance driven does not take28
into account the surrounding traffic and environment and the complexity of the driving task (27).29

Manufacturers who are running tests in California are obliged to report automated disen-30
gagement and crashes. Some researchers have explored this publicly available data and found that31
AVs encountered more frequent crashes per miles driven than human drivers (6, 7, 34) and that32
a strong correlation exists between the number of miles driven and the number of disengagement33
encountered (5). Nonetheless, it was indicated that reports had inconsistencies and a lack of stan-34
dardization among manufacturers made the analysis and comparison difficult (5, 6). This is to be35
expected, as no strict rules or requirements seem to have been given to AV developers.36

While some real-world tests have been conducted in several countries, the scarce data avail-37
able from these tests has led to the prominence of simulation-based safety assessment studies (35).38
Different studies using the VISSIM microscopic traffic simulation software have shown that the39
AV safety benefits would depend on the penetration rate of the said vehicles (36, 37). Some have40
argued that crash rates involving conventional users would not necessarily be proportional to the41
penetration rates (38). But invariably, AVs were found to reduce the number of conflicts compared42
to the scenarios where they are absent and that a full penetration would result in the greatest safety43
benefits (36–38).44
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Yet, the calibration of driver behavior models can be limiting due to the lack of empirical1
data (36, 37, 39) and it is even more difficult for safety studies since they require to represent the2
various factors and chains of events, including human factors, that can lead to a crash. Confirming3
that a simulator accurately represents reality is just as complex as validating the driving policy4
itself (27). Besides, simulation assumes AVs to function as expected on the road, when such5
vehicles, which are highly dependent on sensors, might encounter problems related to the weather6
or road infrastructure and occasional unpredictable events (e.g. road repair).7

There have been a few real world studies of AV safety by researchers, including some of8
the pilot projects involving automated shuttles similar to the one presented in this work. Past pilot9
projects presented little challenge to the AVs as the AVs often run off-road, interacting only with10
pedestrians. These few published studies generally rely on qualitative data without any systematic11
evaluation of conflicts and safety indicators like speed, TTC and PET (40, 41). To the authors’12
knowledge, SMoS have yet to be used to evaluate the interactions of AVs with other road users in13
real city traffic.14

METHODOLOGY15
The methodology employed is summarized in Figure 1. The steps are discussed in each subsection.16

Optimization

• MOTA minimization

Processing

• Feature-based

 tracking

• Classification

Analysis

• Indicators

• Surrogate

 measures

• Comparison

Adjustment

• Ground truth

 (segmentation,

 classification)

• MOTA calculation

Preparation

• Camera

 calibration

• Homography

Data collection

• Planning

• Installation

• Removal

FIGURE 1 Methodology overview.

Site Selection and Video Data Collection17
This study takes place in the context of two pilot projects of transit service provided by AV shuttles18
in the cities of Montréal and Candiac (on the South Shore of the Island of Montréal) in 2019. The19
AV shuttles are an EZ10 by EasyMile in Montréal and an AUTONOM shuttle by Navya in Candiac.20
To collect the data needed for this research, both routes shown in Figure 3 were first visited before21
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the start of the projects. Three factors needed to be met to select the data collection locations. Sites1
had to:2

1. include a lamp post or similar pubic structure to attache the video recording equipment3
(pole and camera);4

2. have as few trees and other obstructing objects as possible, to have a clear view of traffic5
from the camera’s viewpoint;6

3. provide an interesting view of the shuttle’s interaction with other road users, including7
intersections for more varied movements and maneuvers.8

A GoPro camera was installed on a height-adjustable pole attached to a lamp post at each9
sites. In Montréal, video data was collected during the summer of 2019, for seven days in July10
and one day in August, between 10:00 AM and 6:00 PM. In Candiac, video data was collected11
during two days in November 2019 and four days in December 2019, during various time intervals,12
depending on the shuttle schedule. The data was prepared by correcting the camera lens distortion13
and computing the homography matrix, which is used to convert the road user coordinates from14
the image space to real world coordinates at the ground level.15

Data Preparation and Processing16
The video analysis software from the open source “Traffic Intelligence” project was used to extract17
road user trajectories and classify them (11). All moving objects within a user-defined area in the18
camera field of view are detected and tracked using the available feature-based tracker (14), then19
classified in three categories as a pedestrian, cyclist or motorized vehicle based on their speed and20
appearance.21

The many tracking parameters are usually adjusted for each site by trial and error (11, 16,22
42). To further improve the tracking performance, a first dry-run of tracking was made on 30-min23
videos for each day and the results were manually verified and corrected. The resulting ground24
truth trajectory databases for the selected videos were then used as an input to adjust the tracking25
parameters by optimizing the measure of tracking accuracy (MOTA) (43) using the Mesh Adaptive26
Direct Search algorithm (MADS) available in the open source NOMAD tool (44, 45). Also, the27
road user speeds from the ground truth trajectory databases were used to update the user classifiers.28

Once the videos were automatically processed with the optimized tracking parameters, the29
trajectories were manually cleaned by removing false alarms and merging duplicated trajectories30
for the same road user. The shuttle trajectories were manually annotated with a fourth “automated”31
road user category.32

Trajectories were then clustered using the longest common subsequence similarity (LCSS)33
in the algorithm available in the “Traffic Intelligence” project, with each cluster being represented34
by a “prototype” trajectory (15, 46, 47). The LCSS parameters are: the similarity measure between35
user positions, set to the Manhattan distance with a 2-m threshold in this study, and a minimum36
similarity threshold over the LCSS for trajectories to be clustered together, set to 50 % in this study.37
The trajectory clusters are used to predict road user motion to compute the TTC and to identify38
motorized users with trajectories similar to the AV shuttles for comparison.39

The manually annotated AV trajectories were used to identify which users followed similar40
paths. By identifying the clusters these AV trajectories belong to, the other motorized users in these41
clusters were designated as control users or vehicles. This follows the safety analysis method by42
movement patterns presented in (47). In this way, the safety of AVs can be compared to the safety43
of human drivers following similar paths. Figure 2 shows an example of the learnt prototypes and44
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the subset of prototypes associated with AVs.1

FIGURE 2 Cluster prototypes associated AVs (in green) and other users (in red) at the Mont-
calm & Inverness site (origins marked with a circle).

Safety Analysis with SMoS2
An interaction is created when two road users coexist in the area of study within the field of view.3
Various positional and velocity-based indicators are extracted and can be used to categorize the4
interactions at each instant (see (15) for more details). Interactions that are mostly in the head-on5
category were filtered out, as they generated severe safety indicator values that did not reflect their6
actual safety.7

Only the interactions involving at least an AV shuttle or a control vehicle were analyzed:8
these interactions are split in two subsets. The first is the set of AV interactions, i.e. interactions of9
one shuttle with another type of road user, since there is only one shuttle at a time. The second is10
the set of control vehicle interactions that encompasses all other interactions of a control vehicle11
with any other type of road user (except AV shuttles, counted in AV interactions). The following12
safety indicators were computed for all interactions: speed, acceleration, TTC and PET. Speed and13
acceleration are derived from the road user positions, using the Savitsky-Golay filter for smoothing.14
TTC is “the time until a collision between the vehicles would occur if they continued on their15
present course at their present rates” (8, 9). PET is “the time between the moment that the first16
road user leaves the path of the second and the moment that the second reaches the path of the17
first” (8). TTC and PET are computed using a distance threshold of 1.7 m to account for the18
average road user size. A method to predict the future positions is necessary to compute TTC at19
each instant: instead of assuming that road users keep moving with constant speed and direction,20
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the probabilistic framework first presented in (48) was used with the learnt trajectory prototypes to1
account for the various paths a road user may take.2

Finally, the time headway was also computed for rear-end interactions (car following situa-3
tions) at three sites in Candiac on the Montcalm Boulevard where there are few turning movements4
and car following could be observed for sufficient amounts of time (time headway is PET for car5
following situations). Although time headway is usually measured at a fixed location on the road,6
it was computed continuously in this study: for each position xl of a leading user at instant t1 in a7
rear-end interaction, the time t2 at which the following user reached xl was recorded to compute8
the time headway t2 − t1.9

All these safety indicators except PET are continuously measured and are aggregated to10
characterize each interaction with a single value: the mean speeds and accelerations are com-11
puted over the trajectory, while the 15th centile is used for TTC (denoted T TC15) and the time12
headway (denoted h15 to reflect the minimum values and avoid outliers (49). The nonparametric13
Kolmogorov-Smirnov (KS) test is used to determine whether the indicator distributions for the AV14
shuttles and the control vehicles are different.15

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS16
To minimize the computing time, videos before and after the AV shuttles’ operating hours were17
not processed. The tables 1 and 2 summarize the information about the sites in Montréal and18
Candiac, the amount of processed video data, the number of trajectories per road user category, site19
characteristics and the number of interactions. The shuttle routes are shown in Figure 3. Sample20
frames from the video data are shown for each site in Figure 4. All indicator distribution plots, or21
“violin“ plots, for speed, acceleration, time headway, TTC and PET such as in Figure 5 include the22
number of observations (“n:”) and the three quartiles represented as dashed lines.23

TABLE 1 Summary of processed video data collected in Montréal and Candiac per site.

Sites Hours #AV #Cars #Ped. #Cyc. Comments
Montréal
Letourneux & Coubertin ≈11h50 104 5474 2516 408 Traffic light, shuttle makes

a turn
Letourneux & Hochelaga ≈16h40 84 22319 1373 440 Traffic light
Letourneux & Ontario ≈14h10 125 2693 724 224 Shuttle turns into back al-

ley
Candiac
Montcalm & Residence ≈8h00 48 2987 37 0 Stop sign, shuttle stops in

front of a retirement home
Montcalm & Inverness ≈10h20 61 3623 107 29 Stop sign on Inverness
Montcalm & Victorin ≈9h25 91 7717 71 30 Traffic light
Montcalm & Rail ≈5h40 42 1786 39 2 Railway crossing
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TABLE 2 Summary of the number of interactions in Montréal and Candiac.

Cities # AV Interactions # Control Vehicle Interactions
Montréal 778 1318
Candiac 507 707
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FIGURE 3 Maps of the routes (in blue) and selected video data collection sites (red dots) in
Montréal (left) and Candiac (right).

Speed and Acceleration1
The Figures 5 and 6 show respectively the distributions for the mean user speed and acceleration2
for AV shuttles and control vehicles per site. The mean, standard deviations and all quartiles of3
the shuttle speeds are much lower than those of the control vehicles. This is confirmed by the KS4
test which is significant for all sites (p-value < 10-10). All the speeds, independently for control5
vehicles and shuttles, are slightly higher at the sites in Candiac compared to Montréal, which may6
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Montréal
Pierre-de-Coubertin Hochelaga

Ontario

Candiac
Residence Inverness

Marie-Victorin Rail

FIGURE 4 Frames from the collected video data at each site with the AV shuttle visible.
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be attributed to the wider road and lighter traffic.
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FIGURE 5 Mean user speed distributions of control vehicles and AV shuttles at each site.
1

Absolute mean accelerations and the acceleration standard deviation are also lower for the2
AV shuttles, which is consistent with their more predictable and cautious behavior. The means and3
the medians (second quartile) of the shuttle accelerations tend towards 0, which is also consistent4
with the tendency of shuttles to keep a constant speed and make less abrupt accelerations. As5
with the speed distributions, the results of the KS tests are statistically significant for all the sites6
(p-value < 10-5)7

Time Headway8
Figure 7 displays a side-by-side comparison of time headways (15th centile h15) for rear-end inter-9
actions with either a leading control vehicle or AV shuttle. The comparison is different at the three10
sites: while there is no statistical difference for the KS test between the h15 distributions at the rail11
crossing (D = 0.2074, p-value = 0.2199), the difference is statistically different at the two other12
sites (Inverness: D = 0.209, p-value = 0.00443 and Residence: D = 0.235, p-value = 0.02049),13
albeit in opposite directions. Headway times for interactions with an AV leader tend to be smaller14
(all quartiles) at the Inverness intersection, while it is the opposite in front of the retirement home.15
This is directly related to the speeds (see Figure 5): the Inverness intersection has the highest dif-16
ferential between the control vehicle and AV speeds, which can lead to driver impatience as they17
are forced to follow the shuttle if they cannot pass it. The shuttle stops in front of the retirement18
home at the other site, which may be reflected in the bimodal speed and h15 distributions.19

Time-to-Collision (TTC)20
Figure 8 shows a side-by-side comparison of the T TC15 distributions for control vehicle and AV21
interactions. It is clear that the T TC15 distributions for AV interactions are either similar or shifted22
toward larger T TC15 values based on the distribution shapes and quartiles. Sites with higher control23
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FIGURE 6 Mean user acceleration distributions of control vehicles and AV shuttles at each
site.
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FIGURE 7 h15 distributions with a leading control vehicle and AV shuttle for three sites in
Candiac.

vehicle and AV speeds, namely Hochelaga, in Montréal, and Inverness, in Candiac, also have lower1
T TC15 values. In Montréal, at the intersections of Letourneux Street with Pierre-De Coubertin2
Avenue and Ontario Street, AVs generally had to stop to yield before making a turn. Consequently,3
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control vehicles (selected to have similar trajectories) are also likely to have similar movements,1
which lead to safer interactions in general. AVs appear to have even safer interactions, which2
may be attributed to the cautious driving behavior of these vehicles. Similarly, in Candiac, the3
observation site in front of the retirement home, which is close to a stop sign, and the slightly4
raised intersection with the railway and stop lane markings have higher T TC15 compared to the5
other sites in Candiac.6

letourneux-coubertin letourneux-hochelaga letourneux-ontario montcalm-residence montcalm-inverness montcalm-victorin montcalm-rail
Sites

0

1

2

3
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5

TT
C 1

5 (
s)

n: 665

n: 283

n: 271
n: 153

n: 19

n: 138 n: 151 n: 56

n: 182
n: 68

n: 33

n: 149
n: 87

n: 29

control
AV

FIGURE 8 T TC15 distributions for control vehicle and AV interactions at each site.

Result of the KS tests comparing T TC15 distributions indicate a statistically significant7
difference (p-value < 0.05) at the following sites: Pierre-de Coubertin Avenue (D = 0.166, p-value8
= 3.13e-07) in Montréal, and three of the four sites in Candiac, at the retirement home (D = 0.244,9
p-value = 0.00303), Marie-Victorin Boulevard (D = 0.228, p-value = 0.04636) and the rail crossing10
(D = 0.231, p-value = 0.0322). The KS test result at the Hochelaga intersection is significant at the11
0.1 level (D = 0.119, p-value = 0.0681). The distributions are similar at other sites. Few control12
vehicles turn at the intersection with Ontario, and the smaller interaction sample (only 19 control13
vehicles interactions) partly explains the lack of significance.14

Interactions with vulnerable road users were investigated separately. Unfortunately, pedes-15
trian and cyclist traffic was too low at the sites in Candiac. There were too few interactions with16
cyclists in Montréal to be able to draw conclusions: the T TC15 were higher for AV interactions17
with cyclists at the Pierre-de Coubertin and Hochelaga intersections, but the difference between18
the distributions was not significant.19

Regarding the interactions with pedestrians shown in Figure 9, the AV and control vehicle20
T TC15 distributions at Pierre-De Coubertin and Ontario are similar, with most T TC15 above 1.5 or21
2 s. There is no significant difference (p > 0.1). On the other hand, there is an important proportion22
of interactions with low T TC15 at the Hochelaga site, and the KS test is statistically significant23
(D = 0.3509, p-value = 0.0266), with the shuttle distribution shifted toward higher, safer T TC1524
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values.1
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FIGURE 9 T TC15 distributions for AV and control vehicle interactions with pedestrians at
three sites in Montréal.

Post-Encroachment Time (PET)2
The PET distributions for AV and control vehicles interactions are shown in Figure 10. A first3
thing to note is that much higher PET values are recorded than TTC, as there is no upper bound on4
the maximum duration between the passing times of two road users at the same location (TTC is5
by construction limited to the motion prediction time horizon of 5 s used in this study). Similarly6
to the previous TTC analysis, the PETs are greater overall for shuttle interactions. Here, the KS7
test indicates a statistically significant difference between the distributions (p-value < 0.05) for8
all sites, with the exception of the Marie-Victorin intersection in Candiac (D = 0.1307, p-value =9
0.5511), which, despite the distribution shift, is related to the small sample size.10

Vulnerable road user safety was also studied specifically at two sites in Montréal and the11
PET distributions are shown in Figure 11. The KS test shows a statistically significant difference12
between the AV and control vehicle PET distributions at Pierre-De Coubertin site (D = 0.5876,13
p-value = 3.509e-06) and less clearly at the Hochelage site (D = 0.600, p-value = 0.0525), with14
clear shift toward higher PETs for the interactions with the shuttles. It is more difficult to draw15
clear conclusions for interactions with pedestrians. The distributions are statistically different at16
the Pierre-De Coubertin site (D = 0.2246, p-value = 0.000252), with a higher proportion of low17
PET values for control vehicle interactions (lower first quartile), but also a higher median and third18
quartile. The comparison is similar at the Hochelaga site, but the KS test is not significant because19
of the small sample size.20
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FIGURE 10 PET distributions for control vehicle and AV interactions at each site.

CONCLUSIONS1
This study investigated the safety of automated shuttles with an approach that has, to the authors’2
knowledge, never been used. Using road user trajectories extracted from video data, the speed,3
acceleration, time headway, TTC and PET were computed for all road users. The results confirm4
the cautious driving behavior of AVs, in particular the low-speed shuttles used in these two pilots.5
Their average speeds and accelerations are lower, although higher at the Candiac sites where gen-6
eral traffic was also faster. The time headway distributions were different at each site in Candiac.7
The site with the highest control vehicle speeds and highest differential with AV speeds, showed8
the lowest time headways. This is expected in such a situation, but points to potential issues for9
low-speed shuttles on higher speed roads. The TTC and PET results all point toward safer inter-10
actions of AV shuttles with all road users, including vulnerable road users, compared to control11
vehicles. The KS tests shows significant differences and clear shifts toward safer values for several12
sites. This is again consistent with the lower speeds and accelerations of the automated shuttles.13

A safety concern that was not addressed is the lack of cautiousness from surrounding users14
interacting with AVs. This was observed repeatedly on site and in the videos. This is known in15
the literature as compensatory behavior or risk compensation. Studies have suggested increased16
risk-taking behaviors might be observed from travelers who feel safer (50). This unique dataset17
will be used to further investigate the impact of automated shuttles on road user behaviour.18
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FIGURE 11 PET distributions for control vehicle and AV interactions involving cyclists (top)
and pedestrians (bottom).
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